
Empower educators to 
do their best work
Help educators enhance instructional impact 
with tools that make learning more 
personalized, create classroom efficiency, and 
enable teaching and learning from anywhere.

Secure by default. Private by design.

Get peace of mind knowing your school 
community runs on one of the world’s most 
secure cloud-based productivity suites. All 
features within the Teaching and Learning 
Upgrade are ad-free. And you own your data – 
it’s our responsibility to protect it. 
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Teach and learn from anywhere
Connect your school community with enhanced video capabilities for classes, 
parent-teacher conferences, professional development, and more.

Personalize learning experiences 
Strengthen instructional impact with tools that can make learning more personal, and give 
educators quicker insights into students’ understanding.

Simplify class management 
Create more time for teaching and learning with integrated and intuitive tools that  
reduce administrative workloads, and get additional storage for your institution.

  

Choose how many licenses you need.

Gain more flexibility in your budget by only 
paying for the amount of staff licenses you need.
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Build stronger connections 

● Connect your community with 
up to 250 participants or live 
stream up to 10,000 viewers 
with Google Meet

● Engage students better with 
breakout rooms, Q&A, and polls

● Make learning more accessible 
with recordings, transcriptions, 
and tile pairing, which makes it 
easier to focus on key 
participants

● Enable smoother 
presentations in Meet and 
Slides by viewing speaker notes 
and co-presenting with another 
educator 

Make learning
more personal 

● Transform teaching content 
into interactive assignments 
that give students real-time 
feedback and automated hints 
with the help of AI in Google 
Classroom’s practice sets 

● Combine meaningful learning 
with educational videos where 
student answers are instantly 
validated with interactive 
questions for YouTube videos* in 
Classroom 

● Identify where students might 
need support with class and 
student-specific insights 
in Classroom learning tools

Save time with
integrated tools 

● Access your tools with a single 
sign-on, including Classroom 
add-ons like Pear Deck, Kahoot!, 
and Nearpod

● Enable automatic grading and 
share practice set assignments 
with other educators in your 
domain

● Encourage original thinking 
and identify missed citations 
with unlimited originality reports, 
which compare work to public 
sources and your school-owned 
repository 

● Get an additional 100 GB of 
Drive storage for each staff 
license added to your shared 
pool of 100 TB 

Get all the functionality of the Teaching and Learning Upgrade,
advanced security and insights, and more with Education Plus. 

Deepen every learning opportunity
The Teaching and Learning Upgrade provides enhanced 
capabilities and deeper product integrations to save time
and enrich learning experiences. 

Reduce costs, improve security, and 
save time with Education Plus – 
your all-in-one EdTech solution. 
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